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Notes on the architecture and habits of FORMICA PENN-
SYIiVANICA, the Pennsylvania Carpenter Ant.

BY REV. HENRY C. MCCOOK.

In the summer of 1874, my attention was called to a colony of the

Pennsylvania Carpenter x\nt, Formica Penns^i/fvanica, De Geer, which

had established a nest in a corner beam of Maryann Forge Mill, Blair

Co., Pa. At a subsequent visit, August, 1876, I was enabled to obtain

the section of the beam containing the formicary. The beam is of

white pine, twelve by ten inches thick. This valuable privilege was

due to the rare liberality of two of the heirs of the Bell estate, Mr.

J. W. Riddle, the manager, and Mr. John Bell. Workmen were

employed by these gentlemen to prop up the adjoining timbers, saw

out the desired section, and substitute a block of equal proportions.

Previous to this a vertical cutting had been chipped from the beam

with the aid of augur and chisel, which exposed the interior of the

nest quite fully. After the block had been thus removed, I had it

sawed into smaller blocks in order to exhibit the entire internal struc-

ture of the formicary, of which it was thus possible to make a tolerably

complete study. Indeed, the whole series of blocks forms as perfect an

example of ant architecture as could well be obtained.

The first feature that attracts the eye in the vertical sections is

this: on one side, and towards the centre the galleries are smaller

and more thickly placed. It may be conjectured that here the origi-

nal lodgment was made, and that the first galleries were carried up-

ward and downward along this axis. As the necessities of the colony

grew, and the supporting partitions and columns were reduced to the

slightest dimensions commensurate with their purpose, the space re-

qu'ired seems to have been procured by extending the boundaries on

either side, until they reached within an inch of the surface.

Turning the attention to this labyrinth of cells with a view to its

systematic structure, one observes the evident arrangement into stories

and half stories, as represented at Fig. 1, Plate II. The surfaces of

the floors are uneven, but may be traced for considerable distances

upon the same general level. 8ome of these stories have been formed

by driving tubular galleries, which were continually and gradually

enlarged, and finally blended. The appearance of corridors or halls

is quUe manifest, running parallel in series of two, three, and more.

(PI. II, Fig. 1, a, a.) These are separated by columns and arches, or
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l)y partitions, which have been cut very thin, in many spots beinjr just

broken throuj>h. At one spot, PI. II, Fig. 2, b, a section of one of

these halls is entirely enclosed, forming a triangular chamber one and

one-fourth inch in height, and one and one-half inch at the base

It looks, in the specimen, somewhat like a bay window ptojecting over

the walk. The roof of this chamber served as the floor of the r(i(jm

above, and its floor is evidently the ceiling of the large hall whose

floor (IM. TI, Fig. 2, c,) appears below. The wall of this chamber was

worn quite thin, making a small window like opening, (d,) through

which by means of a probe it was readily ascertained that the room

is hollow. The entrance is from the rear and side at e. The great-

est amount of excavation is found in this block from which the draw-

ings are made. It is twelve inches in height, and composes the lower

part of the formicary.

The series of galleries thus described is terminated or surmounted by

an irregular dome (PI. II, Fig. 3,) which, with its pendant columns,

presents a striking resemblance to the roof of a limestone cavern

with its drooping stalactites. This is in fact the ceiling of the main

formicary. It may be considered the tirst of a new series of works

whose outlines are represented at PI. Ill, Figs. 2 and 3. The archi-

tecture of this second series whose characteristic is the dome or

vault, is quite distinct from that of the first, the characteristic of

which is the system of galleries and halls. The first series may be

termed ColumiKir, the second Cavernous. The dome of PI. II, Fig. 3,

rises to the height of one and one-half inches. Above it, and com-

municating by at least two tubular "stairs" or ascents, is an irregular

vault or series of vaults varying from three fourths of an inch to three

inches in height, (PI. Ill, Fig. 2.) The floors, walls and roofs of these

cavities are tolerably smooth, and are blackish as though stained with

formic acid. One of these vaults [a,] is somewhat separate from the

central system, the connection being by a circuitous gallery [b,] five

inches long. The floor of this vault (PI. lit, Fig. 3,) is of irregular

form; the surface is uneven, as is common with the floor of the gal-

leries and halls, but is cut and gouged iu .several spots as though with

a knife. It is free from the stains which mark the rest of the series.

The roof (Fig. 2, a,) is diamond-shaped, and at two angles (x and y,)

has communication upward and laterally for several inches, as deter-

mined by probing, with galleries and wide halls, ^'aults similar to

those described above are excavated in the main formicary, forming

the lower part thereof, only reduced in size. The outlines of these

vaults are represented in the figure.
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It would be interesting to determine accurately the economy of

these various cavities, but for obvious reasons we must be limited

to a general knowledge of their uses. The younger Huber tried to

accustom Fuliginous Ants, a species of the Carpenter Ants of Europe,

{Formica fuh'<ji)iOi<a^ Latr.), to live and work under his inspection.

But the instinct of the creature for seclusion was too persistent to be

overcome even by the ingenuity of that eminent naturalist. Had I

been as well acquainted with the facts above detailed before dividing

the block as after, I might at least have observed moi'e carefully the

distribution and the larvis and pupae, which were found within the

cavities in great numbers. I can only say that as the block was sawn

in pieces these objects were discovered in all parts of the formicary.

They were certainly stowed upon the floors of the galleries ; and, I

believe, were massed within the vaults. As to the use of the close

chamber, (PI. II, fig. 2,) and the secluded vault, (PI. Ill, figs. 2 a, 3 a.)

it would be presumptuous to venture a conjecture ; but one may at least

raise the query : may they not have been royal chambers, the apart-

ments of the queen-ant, or the nursery for rearing the future or the

contingent sovereigns of the colony? Or, (which is perhaps a more

fruitful query) : are these the rooms in which the workers deposited

the eggs as they dropped from the body of the fertile queen ?

The entire cubical contents of beam occupied by the formicary is

two feet in length, by about seven inches in width and depth. The

height of the formicary above the ground was about twenty- four feet;

the lowest cells were nearly four feet above the floor of the second

story of the flour-mill, in which it was situated. The ants were

thus removed from those exigencies of moisture and temperature

with which their congeners in the field have to contend, and it

is difficult to conceive how the varying altitude of the halls and

vaults could have served in the regulation of the temperature need-

ful to the health of the larvae and pupse, as for example in the hills

of Formica rnfa. The position of the formicary in the beam is noted

at PI. Ill, fig' 1, a.

The external entrances to the formicary are circular and oblong

doors pierced at irregular intervals, in all sides of the beam. They

open for the most part into tubular, circuitous galleries communicating

with the interior. Some of them, however, enter immediately upon

spacious vestibules, which may have been used when occasion required

that the larvne and pupae should be brought nearer to the air. The

location of these doors, in connection with the general arrangement of

the galleries, appear to give ample facility for ventilation. A vertical
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fissure in the beam, which oxteiided for some distance alon;; it, wns,

under my observation the main aveniie of coniniunication with the

interior. The worker-ants were continually coinin<r out of this crack

bearing in their mandibles a fibre of wood. Tliis was dropped upon

a cross beam ei<j;hteen inches below, upon which a small heap of the

chips mij^ht commonly be seen. [See PI. Til, fij;. 1, b.] At this heap

was a squad of workers busily carryin<; the chips to the edfje of the

log and dropping them upon the stair which was just beneath. The

miller informed me that at first the ants wrought upon this last heap

of cuttings also, but finding that he cleared off the litter each day

with his broom, finally abandoned this department of their engineer-

ing, as quite super-erogatory, and confined their enterprise to the

crack and the cross-beam. They thus displayed the very human

characteristic of avoiding all needless work.

This habit of clearing away their cuttings is a settled instinct of

these creatures. They have been seen to exhibit it in Fairiuount Park,

diligently removing the chips from the foot of a cedar tree in which

they dwell. I have often observed the same habit in certain colonies

•which inhabit the trees in the neighborhood of the Academy of Natural

Sciences on Logan Square, Philadelphia. A small maple tree, eight

inches in diameter, on Race street near Eighteenth, was the special

object of attention. One squad wrought on the north side, in a cavity

ei-'ht or nine inches long by three or four wide, a little over one foot

above the sidewalk. Within the cavity quantities of chips were

accumulated. At this point also workers were continually arriving

bearing iood, such as small worms, and brownish, grain-like objects

which I took to be coccidoe, although I cannot speak with certainty.

1 traced one of these workers from the cavity some distance away to

the next tree up whfch it ascended until lost to sight. It was per-

haps on a foraging expedition among the upper branches. In order

to determine if the wood-workers would care for the f )od also, 1 took

a cocceus from a carrier and laid it in the cavity. One of the cutters

having dropped her bit of wood, seized this and carried it within.

There is probably n(» permanent division of labor, but all the workers

either carve at the galleries or forage for supplies as occasion or

inclination may suggest.

On the west side of the tree, a few inches from the roots, there was

a small tubular opening, which was hidden behind a bulging scale

of bark. Out of this the ants were dropping cuttings which had

accumulated in a goodly heap at the base of the trunk. Two workers

were engaged upon this heap carrying the litter to the curbstone and
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casting it into the gutter. It was interesting and indeed amusing

to observe the behavior of the little creature in this act. Havino-o
reached the edge of the curbstone, she would rear upon her hind legs,

poise herself a moment thus, and bending forward, release or cast

the chip from her jaws. Sometimes a rapid motion of the fore legs

against the face followed, as though to clear the mandibles of any

remaining particles of sawdust. A gentle breeze that was blowing

lifted up the ejected cutting and carried it a greater or less distance

down the gutter which for several feet was strewn with the chippings.

Under numerous observations, the worker almost invariably assumed

the ramparat posture when "dumping" her load of lumber. The
economy of this instinct of carriage is probably something more than

a mere habit of cleanliness. It may have regard primarily to the

safety of the insect, in removing from the vicinity of its dwellino-

such conspicuous signs of its presence. The amount of wood exca-

vated during a day is, relatively considered, enormous. The instru-

ments by which this work is done are the mandibles, [PI. IV, fig. 6, f,]

stout, subtriangular organs, set in the extremity of the face. They
are black, serrate, convex externally, concave within like the palm

of the human hand. There are five strong teeth, the outer one being

the longest and sharpest, and having an inclination from the face, the

inner one rather blunt, with inclination toward the face. The muscles

by which these organs are moved must be very powerful to admit of

such results. I had conjectured that they may allow a vertical as

well as lateral motion, so that the mandibles act as saios as well as

iici-aj)ers. It is probable, however, that for the most part the wood is

scraped off. The general appearance of the architecture, the organism

of the jaws, and observations upon insects enclosed in boxes, point to

this conclusion. The external figure of this mandible raises some-

thing more than a suggestion of the hand or claw of vertebrate ani-

mals. A thorough anatomical analysis of it under the microscope, if

undertaken by some competent person, might show striking analogies

in structure. Only the female and the worker (which is indeed an

undeveloped female), have this toothed formation of the mandible;

that of the male [PI. IV, fig. 6, h,] is club-shaped and smooth, evidently

disqualifying him for labor or defense. It is a remarkable faet that

what may be called by analogy, "the moral qualities" of insects are

possessed well nigh exclusively by the female. The period of activity,

or perhaps of greatest activity, in this work of excavation is from the

middle of June to the middle of July. My own observations at least

would lead to this inference. This period, therefore, probably marks
the time when the necessities of the nursling ants, or the prospective

TRANS. AMER. ENT. SOC. V. (36) DECEMBER, 1876.
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increase in the family, or both, require enlargement of the household

space.

The ability of these ants to inflict loss upon man was a subject of

investij^ation. I have not confined myself to niy own observations and

inferences, but have inquired largely of lumbermen and mechanics,

and gentlemen of practical knowledge. Much information was re-

ceived from the miller and carpenter upon the Bell estate.* The

carpenter did not regard the damage done by the ants as serious,

being confined to the occasional spoiling of a saw-log. He had ob-

servL'd them, for the most part, in white pine, and thought that they

usually made entrance at a knot-hole, "sawyer" hole, or some bruised

or shattered point. He had found the nests at all heights, but thought

that when the ants build high up, the trees are usually sound. He
remembered one white pine tree the top of which had been cut well

nigh off by ants at the height of seventy-five feet from the ground,

and had been blown down from the weakening. The nest in the

mill-beam was about as large a one as he had seen.

The miller had often seen the ants working in maple, and red oak,

but most frequently in pine. He had found the nests elevated twenty,

thirty feet, and higher; generally they were "pretty well up, ten,

twelve, fifteen feet." He had many limes come upon the nests in

logs when sawing in the mill. He had worked for some time upon

the mountains at making staves for " shook," and had seen very

frequently the loss of the blocks by the operations of the ants. He

had found in logs formicaries as long as six feet. The ants usually

take hold of some decayed part of the tree, but he had often found

them in wood perfectly sound. This is about the tenor of the testi-

mony which I gathered from various quarters. One statement may

be added, which I had no opportunity to verify, but was given me in

apparent sincerity. A young farmer upon the western slope of Brush

Mountain, said that a tract of oak tiinbor eight or ten acres in ex-

tent, belonging to his father, had been almost totally ruined by

these insects.

Injuries of the kind and extent above reported certainly do not

entail serious loss, however inconvenient at times. But the thought

has arisen, might not such excavations as represented in this specimen

from the mill-beam bectnue very serious at times, as for example, in

the case of railroad bridges? We have only to suppose a colony of

the Pennsylvania Carpenter ants to be lodged and at work within

a bridge-beam of the size of this specimen, in order to suggest an

* Messrs. Heltzel and Gesey. These men are fair representatives of our most

intelligent artisans, and showed the greatest interest in all my researches.
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element of considerable peril. There is no supposition more likely

than this; at least there is not the slifjhtest improbability in such.

A glance at this thoroughly honey-combed block shows at once, with-

out any special knowledge of the resisting force of woods, that the

strength of the beam twelve by ten inches, from which it was cut

must have been greatly weakened by the excavation. It is possible

that the depredations of insects, as the carpenter ants and white ants

upon the wood-work of bridges and other public works, may not have
received due attention from our public carriers.

However, that no exaggerated conclusion or needless alarm may
arise from this statement, I am able to modify it somewhat by giving

approximately the period of time consumed in bringing this formicary

to its present condition. The miller had observed the colony at work
upon the beam for more than five years. By inquiry of one of the

proprietors, the existence of the colony was traced back certainly

three, probably five years beyond that date. Thus eight or ten years
have been spent in scraping out this labyrinth of galleries and vaults.

No doubt other' colonies under more favorable conditions may work
more rapidly. Nevertheless, the fact of such moderate progress,

greatly modifies the conditions of danger. However, even the slightest

sign of threatened peril in such a case is worthy of the profoundest
caution and consideration. The trees within which by observation or

credible report this species of ant has been found working, are maple
cedar, red oak, black oak, hickory, and pine.

It is not, perhaps, a matter of great economical importance to deter-

mine the agents which, as natural enemies, counter-work to prevent
the destructive increase of the Pennsylvania ants. It is, however an
important item in the natural history of the creature. I am not able
to contribute much to this point of inquiry from observation. I have
learned from a farmer on Brush Mountain, that the crows feed upon
them freely. Doubtless many other species of birds find them a
tempting and delicate morsel. The hunters in the mountains declare
that the bears eat these ants, tearing old logs in pieces in order to

break up the formicaries and reach their inhabitants.* I have further

»This fondness of the bear for ants has the authority of very ancient tradi-
tion. Thus (says Cowan), the "Treasurie of Avncient and Moderne Times,"
printed A. D., 1613, avers that " the Bear, being poysoned by the Hearbe named
Mandragoras or Mandrake, doth purge his bodie by the eating of Ants or
Pismires." Long before this Plutarch wrote (the quotation is from Holland's
translation), that "the bear finding herself, upon fullness, given to loth and
distaste for food, she goes to find out Ants' nests, where she sits her down,
lolling out her tongue, which is glib and soft with a kind of sweet and slimy
humour, until it be full of ants and their egges; then draweth it she in again,
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learned from a young man who had often watched the conflicts, that

the Fallow ants (F. nt/a), are inveterate foes of the Pennsylvania ant«.

I have myself observed the energy with which the former resent the

approach of the latter to their hills. While encamped upon Brush

Mountain last summer studying the habits of the Fallow ants, I wit-

nessed a stubborn conflict between a number of these insects and a

large winged queen of F. Pennsj/hani'ca. During a temporary absence

a party of laborers visited camp, and intruding within the tent, upset

an artificial formicary which 1 had established in a glass jar and set

under the canvas for safety. The men were driven off, but as the nest

on which the ants were working appeared to be demolished, our man
John, a shrewd German, concluded to try an experiment of his own.

He had caught the infection of investigation ! Seizing a large (|iieen

of Pennsylvanica he dropped it amongst the rufas and awaited results.

When I returned he announced the disaster and his experiment in

the same breath, and eagerly summoned me to witness the fray. Ten

dead rufas lay upon the earth within the jar. The black queen was

in the very act of crushing one of her plucky assailants between her

formidable jaws. Two "squeezes" of the powerful implements and

the red foe was cast out disabled. Another immediately sprang upon

the queen's face, was seized by the thorax, crushed and cast aside as

her comrade had been. In the meantime two ants held the queen

back by one of the antennae. They evidently knew how sensitive

these organs are, and as plainly understood the importance of keeping

rid of the ponderous mandibles. For, each held the antenna by the

extreme joint, and had withdrawn as far from the face as possible,

holding the queen, so to speak, " at arms length." One of them had

backed up a tiny twig which projected through the soil, and ascended

or descended, according to the queen's movements, keeping the antenna

all the while taut. Other ants had seized upon other parts of the body.

While I looked the queen was, or appeared to be dragged out of sight

into a cell or gallery, which remained unbroken or had been restored

after the overturning of the jar. I now supposed that the combat was

Bwalloweth them down, and thereby cureth her lothing stomack." Whether
the truth abide with the Allegheny hunter who attributes the inroad of Bruin

upon the formicidse to simple hunger, or with the ancient chronicler who
ascribes it to some natural capability for the healing art, who shall decide?

Certainly, on the one hand, the abdomens of the ants filled with honeydew,

would be quite agreeable to the notorious "sweet tooth" of the bear. On the

other, there is the formic acid which the ant yields, that may be a sovereign

remedy for the ailments of poor Bruin. la this view of the case we might per-

haps be able to account for the fact that the " Medicine man " of our aboriginal

tribes, so commonly afFects the hide of a bear for his Esculapian rites.
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ended, and that the vanquished and captive queen was about to be

sacrificed to the ferocity of her "red" and mercurial adversaries.

I hiid the jar aside, made note of the affair, and thought no more of

it until the next day, when, chancing to pick up the jar, I found the

queen in the very position in which she had first been observed.

The same ants, or two others just like them, were hanging to the

outstretched antennae, thus holding their huge royal enemy in com-

plete durance. More than twenty-four hours had elapsed since the

former observation, during which time the combatants had doubtless

remained in statu quo. 1 released and turned loose the unhappy car-

penter queen, and repeopled my disturbed colony of Fallow ants.

The most destructive enemy of these, as of other ants, is probably

our severe winter. Numbers die under the exposure ; but a remnant

become torpid and survive the cold season. I have found little clusters

of these very early in the calendar spring, in knot-holes and decayed

portions of trees, in a semi-torpid condition. A curious instance of

their power to endure the opposite extreme of heat, fell under my

notice during the summer encampment above referred to. Our serv-

ant had built a rude wall around two sides of the camp-fire, upon the

corner of which he had placed a large flat stone. One day he had

occasion to remove this stone and found the under side covered with

black ants. He called me to the spot, and I observed large numbers

of workers and queens, who had evidently taken refuge upon the

under part of the slab, from their formicary in a bit of a stump

that had been thrown upon the fire. A portion of the stump which

touched the top of the wall, had been the means of communication.

I found a few ants still on this portion and rescued them. There was

quite a large fire in the hearth, and the decayed log in which the ants

were housed had been burning for some time. How long the auts had

been upon the flat stone I cannot say, neither can I give the exact

temperature of the slab. It may well be conjectured, however, that

it was quite hot. The ants seemed to be entirely uninjured by the

baking, and scampered ofi" into the grass as lively as possible. What

most puzzled me was the fact that they remained huddled together

upon the under side of the stone, and had not rather sought the

upper side which was surely less exposed to the heat. It was perhaps

impossible for them to have escaped by running down the wall, ou

account of the outbreaking flames and the greater heat of the stones

beneath. But it was also a matter of some surprise that the insects

had not dropped off the stone and thus escaped. The instinct of

association seemed to hold them together in the exigency; and the

instinct of self-preservation through their habitual secrecy, had per-
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haps kept thera bliiully to the point more exposed to the fire. The

fact is a curious and interesting one, but I have not felt at liberty to

experiment upon the question which it raises, viz. : the power of this

ant to endure extreme lieat.

Worms, insects, and refuse matter of various kinds furnish the

Pennsylvania ants with food. They also feed largely upon the honey-

dew of the aphides. In the formicary in the mill there was no trace

of anything that could have served for food. The miller had fre-

quently seen the ants carrying flies but never grain. I fancied that

there might be some communication through the beam with the mill-

race in order to tap a water supply. But after considerable examina-

tion along the foundation timbers, tracing the beam to the water, and

searching diligently everywhere for signs of openings or chippings,

I discovered nothing.

Within the formicary, as it has been described above, were found

winged and unwinged insects, grubs or larva:, and cocoons or pupae.

The winged insects were the unfertile females and males, and were in

considerable and about equal numbers. The females were three-fourths

of an inch in length, and one-eighth of an inch across the thorax.

The males were seven-sixteenths of an inch long, and one-sixteenth

of an inch across the thorax. The unwinged insects were of three

distinct forms, the worker major or soldier, one-half of an inch long,

the worker minor-large, seven-sixteenths of an inch, and the worker

minor-small, one-fourth of an inch in length. The last form, for con-

venience, I have called the " dwarf." We note the most apparent

distinctions Vatween these five forms. The unfertile female may at

once be distinguished by its size and wings. The queen or fertile

female was not found, but is doubtless (as is common with the genus),

unwinged. There are five abdominal rings, while in the male there

are six. There is also a marked difference in the shape of the abdo-

men which in the female is sub-cylindrical, and in the male sub-conical,

the segments tapering toward the apex, at which appear the (four)

thread-like organs distinctive of the sex. There is also a marked

difference iu the antennae, which in the female have twelve joints,

(I -f- 11), and in the male thirteen, (1 -f- 12); the female antennae

are moreover much stouter than the male. Tlie legs of the female

are much stouter, and in proportion, shorter than those of the male.

There is a very great difference in the size of the head in the two

sexes, that of the female being far the greater. The most inter-

esting difference, perhaps, is in the structure of the mandible, as al-

ready referred to. [8ee Plate IV, with explanation, for these various

fornjs.]
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The workers or neuters may be regarded as undeveloped females,

and accordingly we find them assimilated to the female in the struc-

ture of the mandibles, the number of abdominal rings and the number

of joints upon the antennse. The major also resembles the queen in

the size of the head. The legs of all the workers, at least in length,

more nearly approach the male. The common diiferences between the

workers and the two sexes are very marked : first, the absence of

wings; second, the shape of the thorax, which in the female and male

is roundish and wide, and in all the workers is narrower at the pro-

thorax, compressed and wedge-shaped below. (See PL IV, figs. 1—5.)

Third, the absence of the three oscelli upon the base of the caput, a

difference which is very curious. I conjecture that it has some re-

lation to the fact that the females and males alone are designed to

traverse the air, as in the " marriage flight," and that the oscelli are

servicible to direct their course at that time. On this theory one can

understand why the workers are simply supplied with the characteristic

compound eye. However, if as Huber supposes, the worker ant can

be developed at will (as with bees), into a fertile queen from the grub,

by special feeding and care, it is difficult to see how the oscelli are also

developed. I could trace no " germ " of them by ordinary working glass.

The females were very numerous, and it would be difficult to conceive

the lack of a queen in a colony so well supplied as this one.

The three forms of workers, have very apparent differences among

themselves. The major although about the same length as the minor,

is stouter, and especially is distinguished by superior size of the head.

In this respect and in general form the major closely resembles the

female, while the minor and the dwarf more nearly approach the male.

The small minor or dwarf has the small head and is but half the size

of the minor-large, of which it is simply a reduced form. The shape

of the scale throughout all the worker and female forms is the same.

In the male it is shorter, more notched at the tip, thicker at the base

and stands more erect upon the pedicle. [PI. IV, fig. 7.]

•These differences in structure among the working members of the

formicary start inquiries as to the functions and offices of each. Have

all the same duties? If so, why such marked difference? If the

variation in structure does indicate a variety of office, what are the

several duties of the worker classes? It may contribute something

to the solution to say that, at the original opening of the beam, the

worker major was the only form that seemed disposed to attack me.

On offering my finger to one of these it was immediately seized, and

pinched again and again with much rigor. It seemed thus to be the

veritiible soldier of the republic. The queens and males made no
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effort to save the cocoons; the workers, without di.-^tinct!on, cng-aged

in this duty. I am not now able to say whether the ants ob:^crvecl

carrying the cutting of trees upon which they were working, were of

all ranks, but have the impression that they were.* .

Within the formicary were stored many cocoons and a few larvae.

The cocoons are of a dark straw color, except a very few which are

white. I opened a number, and found several to contain- males, but

most of them workers. The dwarfs were the most numerous rank,

being, in ooe box examined, as thirty to fifty. In size the cocoons

correspond to the imago of corresponding rank and sex, the dwarf

cocoons averaging about one-fourth of an inch, the others about three-

eighths of an inch. The worker majors next to the dwarfs were most

numerous. No females were found within cocoons. The position

of the pupa within the envelope is about as follows—The head

is bent forward and downward upon the sternum, the legs drawn

up, the femur of the first leg along the side of the head, and the other

legs drawn np nearly parallel thereto. The remaining joints are

stretched along and beneath the abdomen, the last leg reaching down

to the apex. The antennae extend over the legs downward. In the

males the wings appear in a thick fold apparently enclosed within a

gauze-like sack, pressed against the thorax between the tibias of the

second and third pair of legs. The head and forepart of the body

when the pupae were first taken (August 22d), were whitish, the ab-

domen tinged with brown. The color deepened day by day, and at

the end of a month became a deep T'rown and black. This change

occurred in a young worker just delivered from the shell in one week,

the ant turning from pale to normal black. The eye appears black

and prominent upon the white face of the young pupa.

Of a number of cocoons kept for observation, some remained alive

until September 24th, a period of thirty-four days. No observation

was made between the above date and October 4th, at which time all

were dead. The vitality of the pupa could always be noted by touch-

ing the cocoon, whereupon a vigorous motion ensued. This motion

would often begin as soon as the box was opened, but almost invariably

when the cocoon was stroked gently. It is doubtless this motion which

notifies the nurses of the proper time for opening the shell. A cocoon

of F. J^nnsi/lvanicu was placed in a jar with a worker of F. rvfa. The
latter was immediately attracted by the agitation within the silken

ijhcll, stroked the cocoon with her antennae, seized it with her jaws as

*This fact I hope to determine next summer; also whether the dwarf is

capable of cutting. Its mandibles are similar in structure to the larger ranks.,

but of course smullcr.
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if to tear it, but abandooed the task. Did she find the coverino- too

tough, or perceive the difference of species ? It seems to me that the

various speculations as to the manner in which the nurses know when
to deliver the pupse, may reasonably be set aside and the above con-

clusion accepted. Certainly, the kicking of the imprisoned antlins; is

apparent enough to attract even the most stupid nurse, and the vi<''or

of the motions, perhaps even the beginning of them, might easily o-ive

warning of the proper time for cutting the envelop. I am inclined to

think, from some observations made, that the head of the pupa is re-

leased 6rst; if so, the position of the legs would enable the autlin<j.

by pushing and stretching, to aid largely in its own release.

A worker of F. Pennaj/ivanica was placed within a paper box with

a cocoon which she had seized. At the end of a week she had de-

livered her nursling, which, however, was dead when observed, although

the worker was alive. This cocoon was opened at the head. None of

the cocoons, kept separate froiii ants, were open. It is clear that the

pupjB cannot release themselves without the aid of the worker. Some
of the aotlings above referred to, when released by ine, were quite

developed, of normal size and color, and walked off with much vi^or.

Yet in the course of a month or more they were hot able to secure

liberty by their unaided effort. There is no appearance of swath in"

that could probably prevent free action of the limbs; the only thin"-

resembling this being a light filament which unites the thorax and the

abdomen, passing over and around the scale.

Of the larvae three sizes were found. The most numerous were
evidently those of the dwarfs, soft, small white grubs. The others

were nearly of the same length, and differed mainly in size, one form
having more plumpness than the 'other. These grubs (PI. IV, fig. 11,)

were of faint straw color, or livid.

New Species of DIURNAL. L,EPIDOPTERA.
BY W. H. EDWARDS.

Argyiini!^ Alcestis.

Primaries much produced, strongly arched, the hind margin slightly

concave.

Male.—Expands 2.7 inch. Upper side uniform bright red-fulvous,

scarcely obscured by brown at base; hind margins bordered by two
parallel lines, ou the inner side of which, on primaries, are spots,

lunate next apex, elsewhere serrate, and lunate on secondaries; other
markings as in Aphrodite, the discal band of secondaries not being

TRAxNS. AMER. KNT. SOC. V. (37) DECEMBER, 1876.



EXPLAXATION OF PLATE II.

Fig. 1.—View of the galleries, drawQ from nature, showing the

Columnar architecture. A side view into four galleries is given, (a, a)

and the formation of stories and half .stories shown. The smooth sur-

face with window-like openings, at the side of the figure, is the plane

cut by the saw in dividing the block. See page 277. This view re-

presents the galleries in their natural position as found in the beam,

the top of the figure being above, the bottom below.

Fig. 2.—The triangular chamber described on page 278. i, the

chamber; c, the floor of hall beneath ; d, window; c, side entrances.

Fig. 3.—A view of a section of the roof of the main formicary,

showing the termination above of the galleries. It also indicates the

internal character of the Cavernous architecture outlined in Plate III

figures 2 and 3. See page 278.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE III.

Fig. 1.—Location of the beam in the mill, showing at a the por-

tion of the formicary ; at h the cross-beam upon which the cuttings

were dropped. See pages 279 and 280.

Figs. 2 and 3.—Impression outlines of the Cavernous structures

described on page 278, reduced in size. Fig. 3, the floor ; i, the gal-

lery communicating with the vault a. Fig. 2, outline of the roof; a

the roof of vault corresponding with 3, a ; entrances at x and y.

See pages 278 and 279.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV.

Fig. 1.—Outline form of female.

Fig. 2.—Male.

Fig. 3.—Worker major or soldier.

Fig. 4.—Worker miuor.

Fig. 5.—Dwarf.

Fig. 6.—Enlarged view of the head of the worker and queen, a,

section of the terminal part of the antenna of a nymph, enlarged; b, c,

antenna of female and worker; d, antenna of male; e, palpi; /, tongue;

//, mandible of the female and worker; k, mandible of the male; /«.,

the eye ; I, ocelli.

Fig. 7.—Scale : a, of female ; h, of male.

Fig. 8.—Fore leg : a, of female and worker ; h, of male. The

tibial spur is bent upon the fore leg, straight upon the other legs.

Fig. 9.—Foot, or termination of the tarsal joint: a, of female and

worker ; h, of male.

Fig. 10.—Abdominal plates.

Fig. IL—Larva of large form, probably of queen or worker major.
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